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Abstract

This paper summarises our on-going work on mixed-initiative decision making which extends both classical decision theory and a symbolic theory of decision making based on argumentation to a multi-agent domain.

Introduction

One focus of our work at Queen Mary and Westfield College is the development of multi-agent systems which deal with real world problems, an example being the diagnosis of faults in electricity distribution networks (Jennings et al. 1996). These systems are mixed-initiative in the sense that they depend upon interactions between agents—no single agent has sufficient skills or resources to carry out the tasks which the multi-agent system as a whole is faced with. Because the systems are built to operate in the real world, the agents are forced to deal with the usual problems of incomplete and uncertain information, and increasingly we are turning to the use of techniques from decision theory, both classical and non-standard, in order to ensure that our agents make sound decisions.

This position paper briefly describes three lines of investigation within our programme which can be thought of as research into mixed-initiative, multi-agent decision making in the sense described above. These are:

- Agents as lone decision makers. Any autonomous agent in an uncertain world is a resource bounded entity which must make decisions under uncertainty. Belief/Desire/Intention (BDI) models have been proposed as a mechanism for building such agents but they lack a fine-grained representation of uncertainty. We are seeking to extend BDI models with more sophisticated models of uncertainty.
- Socially aware agents. Building agents which make use of classical decision theory leads to groups of selfish utility maximisers. Since it appears that, in certain circumstances, societies of agents may benefit from more altruistic agents, we are investigating ways of making agents more socially aware within the context of classical decision theory.
- Agents as information sharers. In order for groups of agents which do not have perfect information to reach joint decisions, they need to share information. We are investigating how this may be done through dialogue between agents, and how dialogues may be guided by the use of argumentation, a mechanism which also provides a symbolic model for agent decision making.

In the remainder of the paper we consider each of these three areas in (slightly) more detail along with their relation to mixed-initiative decision making and work on agents in general, and also mention some related work in which we are involved.

Lone decision makers

Autonomous agents need a mechanism of making decisions about what to do. A popular way of achieving this is to ascribe agents mental attitudes, and to talk about their beliefs (what they believe), their desires (what they want) and their intentions (what they try to bring about). The resultant agent models are known as Belief/Desire/Intention, or BDI, models. The beliefs, desires and intentions can then be used to generate plans of action (Bratman, Israel, & Pollack 1988).

There have been a number of attempts to define logical frameworks which capture these ideas (for instance that in (Cohen & Levesque 1990)). Perhaps the best known is that proposed by Rao and Georgeff (1991b) which models belief, desire and intention as modalities and gives them a semantics in terms of possible worlds. Whilst this is theoretically appealing, from our perspective it suffers from two drawbacks. The first of these is that there is no clear link between the model and its implementation in systems such as dMars (Ingrand, Georgeff, & Rao 1992). The second is that
despite the relation between the model and decision theory (Rao & Georgeff 1991a) the model uses a very coarse model of uncertainty (in which everything that has a non-zero probability is regarded as “possible” in the modal logic sense).

We have started to solve these two problems. We deal with the first by building agents as multi-context systems (Giunchiglia & Serafini 1994), with separate contexts for beliefs, desires, and intentions (Parsons, Sierra, & Jennings 1998). This approach allows the BDI specification of agents to be directly executed as a set of concurrent theorem provers. We deal with the second problem by associating degrees of belief (Parsons & Giorgini 1997) with individual logical formulae. At present we do this using Dempster-Shafer theory, but the argumentation framework (Fox, Krause, & Ambler 1992; Krause et al. 1995) we use to handle the degrees of belief is sufficiently general to allow for other representations of uncertainty as well, including probability and possibility theories.

This work can therefore be seen as an attempt to take a way of describing single autonomous agents, using this as a means of building such agents, and extending such agents to take advantage of existing work on decision making under uncertainty.

Social agents
Taking an agent-oriented perspective, classical decision making can be seen as a model for building agents which are utility maximisers. Such an approach allows us to build rational single agent systems, but, as Castelfranchi (1990) argues, such a view of rationality lacks a social dimension—an agent in a multi-agent community may well do better if it takes into account not only its own utility, but also the utilities of other agents in its community since (i) the agent derives some benefit from the improved performance of the community as a whole, and (ii) if a given agent helps out other agents when it is free and those other agents then return the favour, that individual agent will be able to complete its own tasks more efficiently. We have experimentally demonstrated an example of this kind of “social benefit” (Kalenka & Jennings 1997).

To capture this kind of rationality we have (Hogg & Jennings 1997) extended the classical decision making model to include the social utility of actions—the utility to other agents in the community—as well as individual utility. The validity of this model is currently being tested experimentally using a multi-agent extension of the Phoenix fire-fighting simulation (Cohen et al. 1989). This work can therefore be seen as providing a mixed-initiative extension to classical decision making in the sense that decisions are influenced by the effect they will have on other agents. However, the decisions are still made by single agents, so the mixture of initiatives is implicit in the social utility rather than being explicit in the sense that the decision is made by agents in concert.

Agents which share information
To move towards agents which engage in truly mixed-initiative decision-making, we need to be able to build agents which exchange information, and, in particular, information which leads them to reach decisions which are mutually satisfying. In agent terminology, this process is negotiation.

Our first attempt to define such agents (Parsons & Jennings 1996) involved agents making proposals for joint action and sharing information by passing arguments in support of those proposals. In this model, the shared information and the relationship between conflicting arguments allows the agents to refine their proposals until they are acceptable to all the agents involved and the community as a whole can decide to adopt them. This work was then extended by defining a minimal framework for supporting the negotiation (Sierra et al. 1997) (which is now being implemented), and by setting it in the framework of multi-context systems (Parsons, Sierra, & Jennings 1998).

As mentioned above, one of the advantages of the multi-context approach is that it makes it possible to directly execute agent models, so this work, in principle, gives us a means of building multi-agent systems which engage in mixed-initiative decision making, though the decision theory is the symbolic theory of argumentation rather than classical decision theory.

Future work
At the present time, our work on lone agents and information sharing agents relies on a non-standard theory of decision making (based on the use of argumentation) rather than on classical decision theory. One of our intentions for the future is to extend both lines of work towards the use of classical decision theory in order to build agents which are “normative” in the probabilistic sense (indeed, we have already established the conditions under which argumentation itself is normative in this sense (Parsons 1997)). However, we are wary of the naive application of decision theory, bearing in mind that the reason BDI models were initially proposed (Bratman, Israel, & Pollack 1988) was because it was felt that the resource bound on agents precluded its use. We are therefore looking at the use of qualitative approaches to decision making, including both the extension of argumentation to incorporate arguments about actions and values (Fox & Parsons 1997)
and the extension of models which use extreme probabilities for reasoning about beliefs (Bourne & Parsons 1998) towards a full decision theory along the lines of that described by Wilson (1995).

**Summary**

We have described three strands of our current work which together cover the spectrum of decision making agents from single agents which only consider their own desires, through agents which take account of other agents, to sets of agents which reach decisions through consultation. While our work at either end of the spectrum does not, as yet, make use of classical decision theory, we have sketched out the relationship between the classical decision theory and the model used and described how the gap between the two will be narrowed in the future.
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